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Learning Scale-Consistent Attention Part Network
for Fine-grained Image Recognition

Huabin Liu, Jianguo Li, Dian Li, John See, Weiyao Lin

Abstract—Discriminative region localization and feature learn-
ing are crucial for fine-grained visual recognition. Existing
approaches solve this issue by attention mechanism or part based
methods while neglecting consistency between attention and local
parts, as well as the rich relation information among parts.
This paper proposes a Scale-consistent Attention Part Network
(SCAPNet) to address that issue, which seamlessly integrates
three novel modules: grid gate attention unit (gGAU), scale-
consistent attention part selection (SCAPS), and part relation
modeling (PRM). The gGAU module represents the grid region
at a certain fine-scale with middle layer CNN features and
produces hard attention maps with the lightweight Gumbel-
Max based gate. The SCAPS module utilizes attention to guide
part selection across multi-scales and keep the selection scale-
consistent. The PRM module utilizes the self-attention mechanism
to build the relationship among parts based on their appearance
and relative geo-positions. SCAPNet can be learned in an end-to-
end way and demonstrates state-of-the-art accuracy on several
publicly available fine-grained recognition datasets (CUB-200-
2011, FGVC-Aircraft, Veg200, and Fru92).

Index Terms—fine-grained image recognition, scale-consistent,
attention part

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the past few years, the use of convolutional neural
networks (CNN) has resulted in remarkable progress in

many computer vision tasks, such as image classification,
object detection, and semantic segmentation. Meanwhile, there
is still numerous challenges in the fine-grained image recog-
nition task. Compared to generic image classification, the
difficulties of this task lie in the possibility of encountering
small inter-class variance and large intra-class variance. In
other words, fine-grained recognition requires looking out for
discriminative object parts and local details rather than global
shape differences.

To this end, some methods [1], [2], [3], [4] utilize attention
mechanism to help the network learn discriminative attention
masks about the objects, while others [5] build classification
sub-networks to locate object parts in a coarse-to-fine manner,
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Figure 1: Illustration of (a) previous attention-based or part-
based frameworks and (b) our proposed framework. Besides,
previous attention and part location module with large param-
eters require pre-training or well-designed initialization, while
ours is end-to-end trainable and ultra-lightweight.

which in turn produces representative features by cropping
and amplifying those parts. However, it is difficult to learn a
perfect attention mask or locate the most discriminative parts
without extra annotations.

Recently, some methods [6], [7] proposed to combine the
part-based methods with the attention mechanism by means
of reinforcing each other. Although the combination based
solution brings some performance gains, several issues re-
mained unresolved as illustrated in Figure 1. First, the atten-
tion mechanism in fine-grained recognition usually involves
complex structures and requires well-designed initialization.
For example, the attention modules in both MACNN [2] and
RACNN [5] require a pre-training process on a certain task
(e.g., localization or prediction) to ensure stable initializa-
tion before an end-to-end training is executed. Meanwhile,
TASN [7] introduces an extra VGGNet as an attention module
to generate the attention map, which also requires training
it in advance. Second, to obtain multi-scale discriminative
parts, the part localization module needs to be built for each
scale in a coarse-to-fine way. Representative cases in this point
are RACNN [5] and MGE [8], whereby three attention sub-
networks are stacked to capture regions of different scales.
Third, parts are located and utilized independently, without
considering the potential consistency and relationship among
them. To be specific, the parts located are usually directly fed
into sub-networks individually to generate predictions [9], [5],
[7]. However, their exploration for rich information behind the
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Figure 2: The overall architecture for the proposed Scale-Consistent Attention Part Network (SCAPNet) for fine-grained image
recognition. Besides master branch (top), SCAPNet includes three new modules: (1) grid Gate Attention Unit (gGAU), which
builds hard attention over fine-scale grids on middle layer feature maps; (2) Scale-Consistent Attention Part selection (SCAPS),
which utilizes the gGAU attention to guide parts selection across scales with consistency loss; (3) Part Relation Modeling (PRM)
Module, which builds relationships among parts from SCAPS to obtain a complementary feature representation.

relationship among these parts is limited.
To address aforementioned challenges, we propose a scale-

consistent attention part network (SCAPNet), which leverages
a lightweight fine-scale grid gate attention unit (gGAU) to
guide scale-consistent attention part selection (SCAPS) with
a consistency loss, and exploits part relation modeling (PRM)
to learn a better complementary feature representation. The
components of the proposed method are motivated from three
aspects. First, inspired by neural network pruning, gGAU
tries to utilize fewer image regions for recognition while
maintaining recognition performance at a good level. Specifi-
cally, it performs hard attention selection on each partitioned
sub-region of images, which is implemented following the
Gumbel-Max trick [10]. An activation loss restrains the num-
ber of sub-regions selected by the attention mechanism so
that the remaining regions contain the most discriminative
and important features necessary for recognition. Second, the
mechanism for capturing discriminative parts across scales is
handled by the SCAPS module, which evaluates and selects
parts from various scales. A consistency loss is designed
to ensure discriminative information across multi-granularity
parts is kept consistent. Third, the PRM builds the rela-
tionship among selected parts from all scales according to
their appearance similarities and relative geo-positions, then
proceeds to obtain a complementary feature representation by
self-attention mechanism [11].

Figure 2 illustrates the whole architecture of SCAPNet,
and it is obvious that SCAPNet can be learned in an end-to-
end manner. It is worth noting that our attention mechanism
gGAU is ultra-lightweight and pre-training-free. Moreover,

gGAU and SCAPS are seamlessly integrated to enable multi-
granularity parts selection. Our contributions can be summa-
rized as follows:
• We propose a novel and lightweight attention mechanism

for discriminative part localization, namely the scale-
consistent attention part network (SCAPNet) for fine-
grained image recognition. It seamlessly integrates three
newly designed modules. We further demonstrate SCAP-
Net’s state-of-the-art performance on several fine-grained
benchmarks.

• We introduce the scale-consistent rule for multi-scale
parts attention learning. It performs consistency loss upon
mutual verification among parts across scales. To our
knowledge, this is the first time that such kind of self-
supervised loss term is proposed.

• We introduce part relation modeling for complemen-
tary feature representation of fine-grained images, which
shows better representation ability of combining parts
than traditional solutions in practice.

II. RELATED WORKS

Fine-grained Recognition. Learning discriminative feature
representation from informative regions plays a key role
in fine-grained image recognition. However, complex back-
grounds, occlusion and irrelevant objects in images make
the task challenging. To address this issue, various attention-
based methods [1], [2], [3], [4] have been proposed to make
the model pay more attention to the informative regions.
MA-CNN [2] designed a channel grouping module to fuse
the information from each feature-map channel to obtain the
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attention masks for different parts of the object. MAMC [12]
devised a novel attention-based model that constrains the
attention generation in a metric-learning manner. WARN [4]
also presents its own distinct attention mechanism, which
learns to attend to lower-level feature activation.

Meanwhile, part-based methods [13], [14], [15], [16] have
been proposed to learn fine-grained local features, which
leverages sub-networks to locate discriminative parts, crop
and send them to the sub-network for classification. The
part-based R-CNN [13] extends the general object detection
framework to detect fine-grained object parts, which filters
many region proposals through bounding-box and geometric
constraints. PD [16] employs a picking strategy to select
neurons that respond significantly and consistently to specific
parts, for the purpose of parts localization. Recently, NTS-Net
[9] proposes a self-supervision part detection model, which
works like a multi-agent cooperation, to effectively detect
informative regions without needing bounding-box annota-
tions. M2DRL [17] devises a reinforcement learning algorithm
with well-designed award functions to locate discriminative
regions in different granularities in a hierarchical fashion.
More recently, PMG [18] introduces a jigsaw puzzle generator
to learn multi-scale region features progressively.

Note that all the attention modules mentioned here were
designed in a complex and tedious way, and this brought about
difficulties in model learning, while part-based methods suffer
from relatively coarse part localization. Recently, a new trend
has emerged which acts to combine these two methods to-
gether by reinforcing each other for a better solution [5], [19],
[6], [7]. The saliency-guided method of [20] combines Faster
R-CNN with saliency attention maps to achieve discriminative
object-level part localization. In a similar way, OPAM [21]
locates part-level parts based on a saliency-guided object-
level part detector. RA-CNN [5] presents an attention proposal
sub-network to locate the discriminative part in a recurrent
way, which obtains coarse-to-fine feature representation from
multi-scale regions. TASN [7] proposes a trilinear attention
module to enhance part attention maps, and conduct attention
sampling based on these attention maps to train a robust
part classification sub-network. RG [22] constructs a parts
dictionary in the training phase, then proceeds to compare the
feature maps with part features in the dictionary to generate
attention for part segmentation. Stack-LSTM [23] utilizes the
Mask R-CNN [24] segmentation to extract instance masks.
Then, parts generated from these masks are fed into a series
of stacked LSTMs to learn a comprehensive feature.

Moreover, end-to-end learning is another important method-
ology [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30] in fine-trained recogni-
tion, which aims to directly learn a more discriminative feature
representation in a single (integrated) network. In summary, it
is still desirable to have a lightweight attention module and
seamlessly integrate attention-based methods and part-based
methods into an end-to-end model learning, which this work
intends to explore.
Relation modeling is proposed to explore visual relational
problems, which aims to capture the interaction (e.g. position
or action) among pairs of objects in images for tasks like
object relation detection [31], [32], relation reasoning [33],

Table I: Summary of abbreviations used in this paper.

Abbreviation Meaning
SCAPNet Scale-Consistent Attention Part Network

gGAU grid Gate Attention Unit
SCAPS Scale-Consistent Attention Part Selection
PRM Part Relation Modeling
ARM Appearance Relation Modeling
GRM Geo-position Relation Modeling

and applications like action localization [34], visual question
answering [35]. Most of these tasks require the annotation of
relation or external handcraft knowledge.

Besides, visual relationships are explored and utilized in
some generic vision tasks, such as image classification [36],
[37], object detection [38], [39] and video classification [40].
These methods can be roughly divided into two categories.
One is based on self-attention mechanism [41], [36], [40],
[38], and the other tries to build graph network to model
the relations [39], [42]. For instance, the non-local network
[40] proposes a self-attention mechanism to capture the long-
range dependencies among frames in video and relationship
among pixels in images. Hu et al [38] introduces the relation
networks which use an adapted attention module to allow
interaction among objects through their visual features. SGRN
[39] proposes a spatial-aware graph network, which is able to
encode relevant contextual regions and perform graph infer-
ence with spatial awareness. Hence, besides part consistency
across scales, it is necessary to consider the part relationship
and its possible contribution to fine-grain recognition.

III. METHOD

In this section, we introduce the scale-consistent part atten-
tion networks (SCAPNet) for fine-grained image recognition.
SCAPNet seamlessly integrates three modules, i.e., grid gate
attention unit (gGAU) module, scale-consistent attention part
selection (SCAPS) module, part relation modeling (PRM)
module. Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of SCAP-
Net, whereby its modules and the joint optimization scheme
are further elaborated below. For ease of reference, a list of
abbreviations employed in the description of our method is
listed in Table I.

A. Grid Gate Attention Unit (gGAU) Module

It has been acknowledged that discriminative differences
exist in some subtle regions for fine-grained image recognition,
such as the head of birds, while most of the other regions are
not beneficial and contribute little towards the final decision.
Inspired by the idea of network pruning, we encourage the
network to utilize fewer image regions for image recognition
while maintaining the recognition performance at a good level.
With this, we argue that the remaining regions are likely to
contain the most discriminative and important features for
recognition. Based on this motivation, we design an extremely
lightweight grid gate attention unit (gGAU) to locate the
discriminative region.

To facilitate quantification, we first uniformly partition the
feature map into N ×N grid unit parts. The gGAU generates
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Figure 3: Architecture of Gumbel trick based grid gate attention
unit (gGAU). The discrimination score of each unit part is
obtained by the Evaluate. Hard decision (attention) is made
using the Gumbel trick.
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Figure 4: For deterministic selection(top), the parts
with a score of less than 0.5 will be straightly fil-
tered. For the Gumbel-max trick(down), the Gum-
bel noise makes these parts could be selected at
random.

hard attention masks M ∈ RN×N according to feature map
X . In the training and inference phase,M is binary and parts
masked as 1 in M are selected. Formally, the gate attention
unit is formulated as:

X
′
=M�X, (1)

Less insignificant information: To encourage the network to
focus on more insignificant information, an activation loss is
introduced on the binary attention mask M for all unit parts
during training:

Lact = (
1

N2

N2∑
i=1

Mi)
2, Mi = 0 or 1. (2)

More discriminative representation: To ensure the most
discriminative information for fine-grained recognition to be
maintained, we employ the cross-entropy (CE) based classifi-
cation loss on network prediction as blow:

Lcls = CE (y,Y) , (3)

where y denotes the network prediction, and Y is the ground
truth label.

The Lact primes our network to utilize as few image regions
as possible for classification, while the Lcls encourages it
to keep more information that can support the classification.
This adversarial-like training paradigm can ensure that what
remains are the most discriminative and critical parts needed
for fine-grained classification.

In the following, we will introduce how we implement
the hard attention mechanism. To generate hard mask M,
gGAU is evaluated on each unit part separately. Specifically,
it takes the feature of a single part as input and learns a two-
dimensional discrimination score s ∈ R2, which represents

the probability of keeping and filtering this particular grid unit.
The discrimination score s is learned by:

s = W2 · ReLU (W1G(x)) , (4)

where G is the global average pooling operation, W1 and W2

refer two fully-connection layers with W1 ∈ Rd×C , W2 ∈
R2×d and C is the number of channels, d is the dimension of
the hidden layer.

To obtain a hard attention maskM for grid unit x based on
the discrimination score, a naive method is to compare values
of two dimensions of s. However, gradients cannot propagate
during training for this discrete operation. Our selection policy
is based on the two-class Gumbel-Softmax distribution [43],
which was first introduced for discrete sampling in reinforce-
ment learning. Formally, we can sample the discrete random
variable M with probabilities P (M = k) ∝ sk by sampling
from the following Gumbel random variables:

M = argmax
k∈{0,1}

(log(sk) +Gk) . (5)

where G follows a standard Gumbel distribution. For gradi-
ent back-propagation, we use the Straight-Through Gumbel-
Softmax estimator [44] to relax argmax operation to
softmax during the backward of gradient, and thus we have

MST(s) =

{
argmaxk∈{0,1} (log(sk) +Gk) , forward
softmax (log(sk) +Gk) , backward

, (6)

where sk is k-th dimension of the discrimination score s.
Figure 4 presents the difference of hard decision between
deterministic selection (non-differentiable) and Gumbel trick.
However, the Gumbel sample, a noise in fact, is neither
necessary nor desirable during testing. And thus, the Gumbel
trick is removed in our testing phase.
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Figure 5: The process of scale-consistent attention part selection (SCAPS) module. An example of calculating the Lcon between
scale-2 and scale-1 is presented on the right: the estimated score for scale-2 Ŝ2 is obtained from the discrimination score of
scale-1, then the consistence loss is calculated to encourage these two vectors (Ŝ2 and S2) keep the same score order.

B. Scale-Consistent Attention Part Selection (SCAPS) Module

In our gGAU, part is only evaluated and selected on a
certain scale, which is dependent on the scale of grid partition.
However, it is now well established from a variety of studies
that multi-scale parts localization is essential for fine-grained
image recognition. However, the number of attention modules
increases with the number of part scales in most previous
methods (discussed in section II), which leads to extra param-
eters and higher computational cost. To solve this issue, taking
further advantage of the fine-scale part attention in gGAU, we
propose a multi-scale part evaluation and selection module,
which enables discriminative part localization to be conducted
across scales within a single attention module.
Multi-scale part evaluation First, as defined in gGAU, given
a mid-layer feature map X , we have a fine-scale non-overlap
gGAU grid partition for X , say N×N unit parts, where η ·η is
the size of each unit part. To capture multi-scale features, we
can utilize sliding windows of various sizes to evaluate larger
parts rather than the fine-scale unit parts. Thus, we can define
the multi-scale part evaluation based on the N ×N fine-scale
grids partition as below:

Definition 1: Scale-u part evaluation is defined as running
a (u · η)× (u · η) sliding window over feature map with step
size η. At each step, the area in feature map covered by the
sliding window is called a unit part at scale-u.

Based on this definition, scale-1 is equivalent to the N ×N
fine-scale unir part evaluation in gGAU. When u > 1, it will
lead to larger scale unit part. The features of unit parts at differ-
ent scales are all fed into the gGAU to calculate discrimination
scores (as depicted in Figure 5). For Scale-u, we denote the i-
th unit part as Pu

i , and the corresponding discrimination score
as Su

i . The score vector is thus Su = [Su
1 , · · · , Su

n ], where
n is the number of unit parts on this scale. In the following,
we will elaborate on how we enable our network to select the
most discriminative parts at all scales.
Scale-consistent rule To ensure our trained attention module
is able to locate discriminative parts at all scales, we introduce

the scale-consistent rule between scales, which ensures that the
discriminative information captured by different scales remains
consistent. If a certain unit part at a coarser scale has a high
probability to be selected, those corresponding unit parts at the
finer scale should possess similarly high probabilities as well,
and vice versa. Specifically, the unit parts at different scales
will have consistent discrimination scores in our scheme.

To satisfy the scale-consistent rule, a consistence loss built
on discrimination scores is designed. For unit part Pu

i on
scale-u, we average the scores of unit parts on scale-1 which
are correspondingly located inside Pu

i to obtain the estimated
score Ŝu

i as below

Ŝu
i =

1

u2

u2∑
j,P1

j ∈Pu
i

S1
j , (7)

where P 1
j is the unit part with score S1

j on scale-1 but inside
Pu
i . We define the estimated score vector Ŝu = [Ŝu

1 , · · · , Ŝu
n ].

The consistence loss between scale-u and scale-1 is thus
defined over Su and Ŝu. It is improper to define loss directly
based on score difference because scores computed from dif-
ferent scales maybe not comparable in their value. Fortunately,
the score order relationship should be kept across two scales.
For instance, for unit part Pu

i and Pu
j , if Su

i > Su
j , then

Ŝu
i > Ŝu

j . Taking this into account, we define the consistence
loss based on score orders as

Lcon(P
u, P 1) =

n∑
i=0,i<j

f
(
(Ŝu

i − Ŝu
j ) ∗ sign(Su

i − Su
j )
)
, (8)

where sign(·) is a sign function, and f(x) = max(0.1−x, 0)
is a hinge loss function, which encourages Su and Ŝu should
have same ranking order among unit parts. The term of (0.1−
x) means that if Su

i > Su
j and Ŝu

i > Ŝu
j , we still expect there

exist a certain margin(> 0.1) between Ŝu
i and Ŝu

j . Figure 5
(Right) demonstrates an example diagram for calculating the
Lcon between scale-2 and scale-1.

The mutual verification across scales could be viewed as
a kind of self-supervision for our network to locate the
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Figure 6: Example of part relation in fine-grained image recog-
nition. These selected parts may have a similar appearance
(e.g., the yellow one and blue one) or adjacent position (e.g.,
the red one and the blue one), which could guide the feature
fusion among part features.

discriminative parts at all scales. In this way, our framework
could accomplish multi-scale selection without adding extra
attention modules. Finally, we pick out top-M unit parts
across scales according to their scores. Figure 5 illustrates the
structure of the SCAPS module.

C. Part Relation Modeling (PRM) Module

Previous studies ignore the potential impact of the rela-
tionship between located parts. The parts from all scales
are usually fed directly into sub-networks individually or by
simply concatenating their features to generate predictions [9],
[5]. However, as shown in Figure 6, the relationship among
these parts has valuable information which may benefit the
feature learning and classification processes, particularly the
relationship in terms of the appearance, position, and scale of
these parts. In this paper, we adopt the idea of self-attention
[11] to model part relations. This is accomplished from two
distinct perspectives.

First, we consider appearance relation modeling (ARM).
Let fnF ∈ Rd as feature vector for the n-th part, and M

selected parts, we formulate the feature set as fF = {fmF }
M
m=1.

ARM denotes the normalized pairwise appearance relationship
between part m and part n as:

ωmn
F =

〈
WK fmF ,WQfnF

〉
√
dk

, (9)

where WK ,WQ ∈ Rdk×d are projection matrices, and dk is
the normalization factor.

Second, we consider the geo-position relation
modeling (GRM). Let the part center and its width
and height as fP =(x, y, w, h)T , the position vector
is made scale-invariant by adding a normalization
to represent the relative position relationship:

gmn =
(
log( |xm−xn|

wm
), log( |ym−yn|

hm
), log( wn

wm
), log( hn

hm
)
)T

.
It is essential to encode this 4-dimensional position feature

gmn to a high-dimensional space. Following previous self-
attention works [38], [11], we perform positional encoding
by computing cosine and sine functions of different waves,
denoted as EP ().

The GRM is thus computed as:

ωmn
P = ReLU (WP · EP (gmn)) , (10)

Eq.(11)

Eq.(12)

Figure 7: Architecture of part relation modeling module.
Input: the feature vector fF and position vector fP ; Output:
fused feature vector f̂F aggregated by PRM.

where WP ∈ R1×dp projects the encoded feature from dp
dimension into a scalar, ReLU ensures GRM focus on the
relevant geo-position relationship. Combing ARM and GRM
together, we define the full part relation modeling (PRM) in a
softmax manner as

ωmn =
ωmn
P · exp

(
ωmn
F

)∑
k ω

kn
P · exp

(
ωkn
F

) . (11)

The relation features for the n-th part are thus computed as

vn =
∑
m

ωmn · (WV · fmF ) , (12)

where WV ∈ Rd×d is a projection matrix for all parts. Finally,
PRM aggregates part feature fnF with relation features vn

i in
the following way

f̂nF = fnF + vn. (13)

Figure 7 illustrates the computing process of PRM.

D. Joint Optimization

Suppose parts {P1, · · · , PM} are selected by SCAPS, and
their PRM integrated features {f̂nF }Mn=1 are fed into sub-
classification network to obtain predictions [y1, · · · ,yM ].
Thanks to our PRM, we directly ensemble their predictions
to make sub-classification decision ŷ = 1

M

∑M
i=1 yi rather

than concatenating parts features together for further classifier
layers. Hence, the loss for sub-classification network is defined
as

Lsub = CE(ŷ,Y) +
M∑
i=1

CE(yi,Y), (14)

where Y is the ground-truth.
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Table II: Detail information of the three datasets

Dataset # Class # Train # Test
CUB-200-2011 [45] 200 5,994 5,794
FGVC Aircraft [46] 100 6,667 3,333

VegFru [47] Veg200 200 20,000 61,114
Fru92 92 9,200 55,817

SCAPNet is end-to-end trainable to jointly optimize a total
loss from master-net, sub-nets and part scale consistency,
where the total loss is defined as

L = αLcls + βLact + γLcon + λLsub, (15)

We could simply set these hyper-parameters to 1 ( α = β =
γ = λ = 1) in our experiments. Experiments demonstrate that
the proposed network model is robust to this trivial choice
of hyper-parameters. The detailed results and further analysis
will be presented in the following section.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted extensive experiments on three challeng-
ing fine-grained recognition datasets, including CUB-200-
2011 [45], FGVC-Aircraft [46] and VegFru [47].

A. Datasets

CUB-200-2011 is a well-known fine-grained benchmark
dataset for birds classification. It contains 11,788 images of
200 classes. The ratio of train data and test data is around
1:1. Each species of CUB-200-2011 has only 30 images for
training, so this is considered as one of the most competitive
datasets.

FGVC Aircraft contains 10,000 images of 100 different
aircraft variants, and each class has a roughly 2:1 ratio
train/test split. The airplanes in the images are taken from
many angles and are organized in a 4-level hierarchy, from
finer to coarser: Model, Variant, Family, Manufacturer.

VegFru dataset is divided into two sub-datasets: Veg200
and Fru92. Veg200 contains 91,117 vegetable images over
200 classes while Fru92 contains 69614 fruit images over 92
classes. VegFru categorizes vegetables and fruits according to
their eating characteristics. It is one of the largest and most
competitive fine-grained plant datasets.

More detail information about these dataset is listed in
Table II.

B. Implementation Details

We follow the same setting as previous works in fine-
grain recognition [4], [51], [54] to conduct experiments for
a fair comparison. The backbone network is ResNet-50[49]
pre-trained on ImageNet, and the input image resolution
is 448×448 for the master branch. The training procedure
follows the common practice on data augmentation strategy,
random cropping, random rotation and random horizontal
flipping, while the test/inference is based on single center
cropping. For each selected part, we project it back to the
original image, crop the region and resize to 224×224 as
input for the sub-classification network. The training optimizer

is SGD with momentum, and the initial learning rate is 0.01
which is multiplied by 0.3 after every 10 epochs. gGAU is put
at the end of stage-3 of ResNet-50, and the output attention-
map is masked on stage-4. The default number of grids N
for fine-scale gGAU is set to 4 for all datasets. For SCAPS,
we consider part selection across three scales: scale-1, scale-
2, and scale-3, and the number of picked parts at each scale
is 3, 2, 1, respectively. The PRM is inserted before the last
full connection layer in ResNet of sub-network, and its input
dimension d is 2048. Part annotations are not required. During
inference, the final prediction is an simple average of base
model and sub-classifier.

C. Benchmark Results

We present the benchmark results against current state-of-
the-art methods with a discussion on strategies to improve the
performance further.
Comparison with the State-of-the-Art. The full benchmark
results as well as some model information on CUB-200-
2011, FGVC-Aircraft are shown in Table III with our best
configurations. We only count the parameters of single local-
ization modules of other methods, so that it is not influenced
by the category of the backbone they used. Our SCAPNet
outperforms the powerful baseline FT-ResNet-50 by 3.3%
and 3% on two datasets, respectively. It can be observed
that our SCAPNet with ResNet-50 achieves the best overall
performance against the state-of-the-art and owns the most
lightweight attention module gGAU. The RA-CNN [5] and
NTS-Net [9] also share the similar multi-scale feature learning
idea with SCAPS, where the RA-CNN needs to be trained
with multiple alternative stages and its attention module ‘APN’
is required to be pre-trained on other tasks. NTS-Net owns
a relative light part location module ‘ProposalNet’, but it
encounters extra time costs caused by large number of region
proposals. Our SCPANet outperforms both of them greatly in
accuracy and speed.

MA-CNN [2] and TASN [7] leverage an extra ResNet pre-
trained on fine-grained datasets as their attention module,
which generates attention masks for images before forwarding
them to the master classification network. This leads to a
large number of parameters and a tedious training process.
Compared to them, our SCAPS significantly reduces the
parameters and simplifies the training due to the lightweight
design of gGAU. Another recent method, RG [22] learns a
feature dictionary of object parts by grouping during training
and locates the parts by comparing extracted features with
parts in the dictionary. Thus it avoids introducing an external
network for part mining. However, it requires a large space
for the dictionary’s storage.

A number of methods are competitive to our proposed
method in specific aspects. Due to the use of a single-stream
network in the inference, WARN [4] and TASN surpass our
SCAPNet in terms of inference time, but we outperform their
accuracy by a significant margin. Stack LSTM [23] achieves
the best performance on the CUB dataset, which is obtained
by multi-stage design and a stronger backbone in the form
of GoogleNet [55]. However, it introduces an external Mask
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Table III: Comparison of different methods on CUB-200-2011 (CUB) and FGVC-Aircraft (AIR).“One-stage” means whether
the training can be done in one stage, “Loc-module params” shows the number of parameters for the location module of each
model, “Time” reports the amount of seconds of forward inference on the ‘CUB’ dataset with batch size 16 on the same GPU
(tested by ourselves based on public codes). ‘†’ means the SCPANet is trained under the enhanced training procedure and
multi-head PRM

Method Backbone Single Stage Location Module Params of Inference Time Acc(%)
Location Module CUB AIR

FT-VGG [48] VGG-19 X - - - 77.8 84.8
FT-ResNet [49] ResNet-50 X - - - 85.3 89.5

RA-CNN [5] 3×VGG-19 × 2×APN 51.38M 0.59s 85.3 88.2
DT-RAM [50] 1×VGG-19 × - - - 86.0 88.2
MA-CNN [2] 3×VGG-19 × 2×MA 124.73M - 86.5 89.9
MAMC [51] 1×ResNet-50 X - - - 86.3 -
WARN [4] 1×WResNet-50 X 3×AHead 3.79M 0.18s 85.6 -

PC [52] 1×DenseNet-161 × - - - 87.4 89.2
DFL-CNN [29] 2×ResNet-50 × - - - 87.4 92.0

NTS-Net [9] 2×ResNet-50 X 1×ProposalNet 2.65M 0.56s 87.5 91.4
Stack LSTM [23] 1×GoogleNet × 1 ×Mask R-CNN - - 90.4 -

PMG [18] 1×ResNet × - - - 89.6 93.4
TASN [7] 1×ResNet-18&50 × 1×TA 11.69M 0.29s 87.9 -
RG [22] 1×ResNet-101 × 1×Dictionary - 0.38s 87.3 -

gGAU + RRA [53] 1×ResNet-50 X 1×gGAU - - 87.5 91.5
PRM + NTS-Net [9] 1×ResNet-50 × 1×ProposalNet - - 88.0 91.8

SCAPNet 2× ResNet-50 X 1×gGAU 0.02M 0.35s 88.6 92.5
SCAPNet† 2× ResNet-50 × 1×gGAU 0.02M 0.39s 89.5 93.6

Table IV: Results by breakdown modules of SCAPNet and
their combination on two datasets (CUB-200-2011 and FGVC-
Aircraft). Xmeans the module is used

Backbone Modules Accuracy(%)
gGAU SCAPS PRM CUB AIR

ResNet-50

85.3 89.5
X 86.3 91.0

X 87.0 90.8
X X 87.3 91.1

X X 87.9 91.6
X X 87.1 90.9
X X X 88.6 92.5

R-CNN to generate instance masks and recurrently stack
multiple LTSMs (9 LSTMs in default setting) to perform
classification. Compared to it, the design of our SCAPNet
is extremely lightweight and could be trained in an end-to-
end way. Another method that is similar in nature to ours,
PMG [18], aims to learn complementary features across multi-
granularities. It consists of multiple training steps and fuses
information from previous levels of granularity at each step.
Although this training strategy greatly improves recognition
performance, it requires multi-step training phases (4 steps in
the default setting) while our model could be trained in an
end-to-end manner. Another drawback is that it cannot locate
the discriminative parts explicitly, which limits its further
extension for other tasks, such as object or parts localization.
More importantly, our performance is also competitive with
them.
Further improvements. Although the baseline of our SCAP-
Net can achieve competitive results, we can boost its per-
formance with a couple of strategies. Firstly, a two-stage
training procedure can be leveraged. In the first stage, we
freeze the sub-network parameters and only train the main
classification network with gGAU. In the second stage, the
whole network is activated for full end-to-end training. In

Table V: Results of multi-head self-attention PRM and en-
hanced training procedure on the AIR dataset

two-stage
training NPRM Accuracy(%)

7 1 92.5
X 1 93.0
X 2 93.3
X 3 93.6
X 4 93.2

this way, gGAU provides a more stable initialization for the
guidance of multi-scale part selection. Secondly, our PRM can
be extended to a multi-head self-attention mechanism. It means
that multiple self-attention heads are performed in parallel for
part appearance and geo-position relation modeling. The PRM
with NPRM -head can be formulated as:

f̂nF = fnF + Concat[vn
1 , . . .v

n
NPRM

]. (16)

where Concat(·) is a function to aggregate multiple relation
features. In multi-head PRM, the output channel of relation
feature vn is set as 1

NPRM
of the input part feature fnF to match

the channel dimension. The performance under these two
strategies are also reported in Table III, denoted as SCAPNet†.
The results in Table III, indicate that its performance surpasses
the originally proposed method by a slight margin. Besides,
we also conduct ablation experiments on these two strategies,
with results on the AIR dataset presented in Table V.

D. Ablation Study and Analysis

Breakdown result. We report the performance of single
SCAPS by discarding the activation loss in gGAU. Since PRM
is performed on parts detected by other modules, we cannot
analyze its effectiveness individually here (however, more veri-
fication experiments on PRM are reported in the following sub-
sections). Table IV lists the results. Notably, a single gGAU
module improves the baseline by about 1%. Among them, the
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Table VI: Accuracy impact by number of fine-scale grids
(N) for gGAU

N ×N Accuracy(%)
CUB AIR

2× 2 85.9 90.5
3× 3 86.0 91.1
4× 4 86.3 91.0
5× 5 85.6 90.2

Table VII: Results by different attention configurations
on two datasets

Attention Setting Accuracy(%)
soft hard Gumbel Lact Lcls CUB AIR
X X 85.4 89.7
X X X 85.9 90.3

X X X 85.8 90.4
X X X X 86.3 91.0

Input CAM gGAU Input CAM gGAU

CUB-200-2011 FGVC-Aircraft

Figure 8: Attention results comparison: gGAU vs CAM
(class activation maps). gGAU is based on 4×4 grids
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of activation grids

SCAPS module contributes the most, as expected. Although
the single SCAPS module can obtain multi-scale features, it
introduces noisy parts without the guidance of gGAU. Thus
we can see that the gGAU+SCAPS outperforms the SCAPS
baseline by a significant margin. Further improvements are
achieved using PRM, which demonstrates that part relation
modeling benefits fine-grained feature learning. Overall, we
can conclude that each module plays an essential role in the
final performance. Besides, their combination can provide the
most significant performance improvement. In the following
sub-sections, we study and analyze the configuration impact
for each module.

Analysis of gGAU. We first study the impact of different
choices of N (number of fine-scale grids in gGAU). The
experiment is conducted on ResNet-50 + gGAU with different
N configurations. Table VI lists the results. It shows that
accuracy does not keep increasing with the increase of N ,
while it reaches the peak at N = 4 for bird dataset CUB-200-
2011, and at N = 3 for the aircraft dataset FGVC-Aircraft.
This conforms to the fact that less context in each grid when
N increases, and it become more difficult to learn the attention
mask. N is smaller for the FGVC dataset since aircraft usually
have a larger aspect ratio and occupy larger regions than birds.

Second, we study the attention design of gGAU. The
Gumbel-Max trick is critical in making discrete decisions.
To analyze its effectiveness, we compared its performance
to different attention component configurations in Table VII.
We can observe that the introduction of Gumbel noise yields
performance improvement for both soft and hard attention
mechanisms. The reason may be that Gumbel noise could be

considered as a certain kind of regularization. We noticed that
hard attention without activation loss (Lact) does not have
a notable performance due to its unstable outputs. However,
the use of Lact forces the gate only activates the most
discriminative parts, which yields the best performance.

To help an intuitive understanding of gGAU, we illustrate
the attention results by gGAU and pixel-level attention results
by class activation map (CAM) [56] in Figure 8. The CAM
may activate some insignificant or indiscriminative regions
(e.g., the tail of the bird, head of the airplane), while our gGAU
could filter them and only focus on the most discriminative
areas. In addition, by adjusting the weight coefficient β of Lact

in Eq.15, we further study the relationship between the per-
centage of activation grids and model performance. Its result is
shown in Figure 9. It is obvious that the performance improves
as the activation areas decrease, but extreme reductions may
lead to performance degradation. Finally, we combine our
gGAU with the attention-based method RRA [53], which
utilizes stacked LSTMs to learn the recurrent attention weights
for selected parts. Based on its official code, we implement the
combination of gGAU and ResNet50-based RRA. The results
are listed in Table III. We can see that it’s competitive with
other stronger methods (87.5% and 91.5% on the CUB and
AIR datasets, respectively). This further verifies our effective-
ness of our gGAU.

Analysis of SCAPS. We first compare the scale-consistent
(SC) rule on attention part selection to other two strategies:(1)
random selecting parts at different scales; (2) Pick the parts
with maximum score for training without Lcon. Table VIII
lists the comparison results and Figure 10 further illustrates
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Table VIII: Results by different part selection strategies:
(1) random select parts; (2) select parts with maxi-
mum discrimination score without Lcon; (3)select scale-
consistent parts with Lcon

Selection Strategy Accuracy(%)
CUB AIR

Random 87.8 91.5
Max Score 88.2 92.0

Scale-consistency 88.6 92.5

Table IX: Results on CUB-200-2011 with top-M (M =
3 ∼ 7) selected parts according to discrimination score.
Information about how many parts are selected at each
scale is also listed

Number of selected parts Acc(%)scale-1 scale-2 scale-3 total
1 2 0 3 87.5
1 2 1 4 88.1
2 2 1 5 88.5
3 2 1 6 88.6
4 2 1 7 88.2

Input Scale-1 Scale-2 Scale-3Input Scale-1 Scale-2 Scale-3

Figure 10: Parts selected by SCAPS for images from CUB-200-2011 and FGVC-Aircraft. Left: parts selected without Lcon,
Right: parts selected with Lcon. The red box indicates that it is a relatively negative part while the green one is revised by
Lcon. Best viewed in color.

Table X: Comparison results with different ways of
relation modeling

Way of PRM Accuracy(%)
CUB AIR

Concatenate 87.9 91.6
Ensemble 88.0 91.6

GCN-based 87.5 91.9
ARM ωF : Eq-9 88.4 92.2

GRM ωP : Eq-10 88.1 91.9
PRM ωmn: Eq-11 88.6 92.5

Table XI: Comparison results of different methods on
Veg200, Fru92 and VegFru

Method Accuracy(%)
Veg200 Fru92 VegFru

VGGNet[48] 78.5 79.8 77.1
HybridNet[47] - - 83.5

REVF[57] - - 84.5
ResNet[49] 88.1 89.7 86.9

SCAPNet (ours) 89.3 91.0 88.1

some parts selected by SCAPS module with/without Lcon,
which verifies the effectiveness of our scale-consistent (SC)
strategy.

Moreover, we illustrate the results with different numbers of
selected parts, as well as detailed part numbers at each scale
in Table IX. We could draw two conclusions from this table.
First, increasing the number of parts does not always help as
discriminative parts are limited. Second, discriminative parts
do distribute at different scales.
Analysis of PRM. To prove that our proposed PRM is prior
in part relation modeling, we compare the proposed PRM with
common operations on relation modeling, which includes three
baselines (1) concatenating features of different parts to form
a high-dimensional feature, (2) building classifier for each part
and ensembling the results, (3) adopting graph neural network
to model part relationship. Table X lists the comparison results.
We observed that feature concatenation shows no advantages
over the ensembling of part-based predictions. The fully
connected layers with high dimensionality are cumbersome
to train when we concatenate all part features together. We

note that self-attention-based relation modeling brings notable
performance gain. Feature relation modeling performs slightly
better than geo-position relation modeling, while their combi-
nation achieves the best results. Graph convolution is consid-
ered to be the most effective tool for relationship modeling.
However, it does not show any advantages to our tasks. The
reason may be attributed to the fact that for non-graph data, we
need to introduce prior knowledge to construct the adjacency
matrix to reflect the relationships among parts. However, prior
knowledge may be inaccurate, noise, or redundant information,
making the adjacent relationship broken. Finally, to further
verify the effectiveness of PRM, we perform ours relation
modeling based on the part-based fine-grained method NTS-
Net [19], which adopts faster R-CNN to perform part detection
in a weakly supervised manner. Our PRM can further improve
its performance to 88.0% 91.8% on the CUB and AIR dataset,
respectively. (Table III).

Analysis of losses To further analyze the importance of differ-
ent training objectives, we conduct experiments on the hyper-
parameters in the overall loss. We report the performance
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Table XII: Comparison of different loss weights. Results are
reported on the AIR dataset.

Loss weight Accuracy(%)Lcls Lact Lcon Lsub
1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 91.5
1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 92.0
1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 91.1
1.0 0.75 1.0 1.0 91.7
1.0 1.25 1.0 1.0 92.0
1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 92.7
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 92.5

based on different weights for these four losses: (Lcls, Lcon,
Lact, and Lsub). Similar to our analysis of gGAU (Figure 9),
increasing the weight of activation losses can lead to perfor-
mance degradation. As shown in Table XII, we could have a
relatively high accuracy by simply setting all these weights as
1. The best performance is obtained by enlarging the weight
of scale-consistent loss, which demonstrates that the scale-
consistent rule is critical in the proposed framework. However,
it will slow down the convergence rate of our network. Thus,
we set all these weights as the same value in our default setting
for all datasets.
Generalization to VegFru. To verify the generalization ca-
pability of our method, we conducted experiments on the
recently proposed large-scale fine-grained dataset VegFru [47].
It contains various images of vegetables and fruits in natural,
which are hard to make a clear definition of discriminative
parts, even for professional experts. Following the rule of
evaluation in [47], We compared our method with a ResNet
baseline and two other methods named HybridNet [47] and
REVF [57]. Our model is trained on train set and evaluate
on test set following the rule in [47]. Table XI shows the
comparison results on the “veg200”, “Fru92” and “VegFru”
partitions. It shows that SCAPNet outperforms other methods
on all three partitions with a notable margin. This verifies that
SCAPNet is widely applicable for fine-grain recognition tasks
even the discriminative parts are difficult to be defined by
human beings.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a scale-consistent attention part
network (SCAPNet) for fine-grained image recognition. It
leverages a lightweight Gumbel-max based grid gate attention
unit to guide the discriminative parts selection across scales.
Besides, it exploits part relation modeling to learn a better
complementary feature representation. SCAPNet seamlessly
integrates all these three modules together to ensure the
network end-to-end trainable. Experiments demonstrate supe-
rior performance and inference speed on several fine-grained
recognition benchmark datasets.
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We would like to thank all the reviewers for the careful reviews and detailed constructive 

comments. We have revised the paper according to the comments. We will first summarize the 

major and minor changes to the paper, and then respond to each comment from the reviewers. 

 

Major Change: We have polished the Introduction Section to better clarify our motivation and 

contribution: 

 

1. We have added a new figure (Figure 1) to illustrate the motivation of our proposed method 

and present the main differences between previous related approaches and ours. We hope 

it could make our Introduction part clearer and more complete. 

 

2. We have re-phased the fourth paragraph in the Introduction section: “The components of 

the proposed method are motivated from three aspects. First, the mechanism for capturing 

discriminative parts across scales, …, Third, the PRM builds the relationship among 

selected parts…,”. Moreover, we also polish the description of our contribution summary 

in the Introduction section: “Our contributions can be summarized as follows: We propose 

a novel and lightweight attention mechanism…We introduce the scale-consistent rule for 

multi-scale parts attention learning…We introduce part relation modeling for 

complementary feature representation of fine-grained images…”. We hope this would 

make the motivations and contributions clearer. 

 

Other Minor Changes:  

 

1. We have re-organized the figure of overall architecture (Figure 2) to make our pipeline 

clearer. Specifically, we highlight each module and mark the tensor shape for each tensor. 

In this way, the inputs and outputs of our proposed modules could be clearer. 

 

2. We have added more sentences: “Another method that is similar in nature to ours, PMG, 

aims to learn complementary features across multi-granularities. It consists of multiple 

training steps and fuses information from previous levels of granularity at each step. 

Although this training strategy greatly improves recognition performance, it requires 

multi-step training phases (4 steps in default setting) while our model could be trained in 

an end-to-end manner. Another drawback is that it cannot locate the discriminative parts 

explicitly, which limits its further extension for other tasks, such as object or parts 

localization. More importantly, our performance is also competitive with them.” to discuss 

the comparison between our proposed method and PMG. 

 

3. We have removed some unnecessary acronyms used in our paper. Moreover, we have also 

added a new table to summarize the important abbreviations used in our paper. We hope it could 

make our paper easier to read. 
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In the following, we will respond to each of the detailed comments.  

 

***************** 

Reviewer Number 1. 

***************** 

 

1. The introduction part is still not good enough to present the 

motivation well. 

 

Thanks for your suggestion. In the revised version, we have polished the Introduction Section 

from two aspects: 

 

1. We have added a new figure (Figure 1) to illustrate the motivation of our proposed method 

and to present the main differences between previous related approaches and ours. We hope 

it could make our Introduction part clearer and provide more intuition into our work. 

 

2. We have re-phased the fourth paragraph in the Introduction section to emphasize on the 

motivations behind the designed components of the proposed method: “The components of 

the proposed method are motivated from three aspects. First, the mechanism for capturing 

discriminative parts across scales, …, Third, the PRM builds the relationship among 

selected parts …,”. Moreover, we have also polished the description of our contribution 

summary in the Introduction section: “Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 

We propose a novel and lightweight attention mechanism…We introduce the scale-

consistent rule for multi-scale parts attention learning…We introduce part relation 

modeling for complementary feature representation of fine-grained images…”. We hope 

these amendments will make the motivations and contributions clearer to readers. 

 

2. Too many acronyms are harmful for the readability of this work. 

 

Thank you for pointing out this. In our revised version, we have removed some unnecessary 

acronyms used in our paper. Moreover, we have also added a new table to summarize the important 

abbreviations used in our paper (Please see Table I in the revised manuscript). We hope this provides 

a point of reference for readers, as well as make the paper easier to read. 

 

 

***************** 

Reviewer Number 2. 

***************** 

 

The paper solves my concerns well. I recommend the paper with accept. 

 

Thank you. We are happy to know that our amendments are satisfactory.   
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***************** 

Reviewer Number 3. 

***************** 

 

1.  The architecture figure is not clear and the authors should present 

the illustrations of outputs of three proposed modules in Figure 1 

 

Thanks for your suggestion. In our revised version, we have re-organized the figure of overall 

architecture (Figure 2) to make our pipeline clearer. Specifically, we highlight each module and 

mark the tensor shape for each tensor. In this way, the inputs and outputs of our proposed 

modules should now be clearer. 

 

2. The authors should add the comparison analyses with PMG [20] in the 

Benchmark Results section, which also focuses on the fine-grained 

region learning of different scales. 

 

We have added more sentences: “Another method that is similar in nature to ours, PMG, aims 

to learn complementary features across multi-granularities. It consists of multiple training 

steps and fuses information from previous levels of granularity at each step. Although this 

training strategy greatly improves recognition performance, it requires multi-step training 

phases (4 steps in default setting) while our model could be trained in an end-to-end manner. 

Another drawback is that it cannot locate the discriminative parts explicitly, which limits its 

further extension for other tasks, such as object or parts localization. More importantly, our 

performance is also competitive with them.” to discuss the comparison between our proposed 

method and the PMG. 

 

3. There are some depiction details of related work to be revised, 

which should be carefully checked. For example, the work [22] utilizes 

the Faster R-CNN instead of Fast R-CNN to simultaneously localize 

discriminative regions and encode discriminative features for fine-

grained classification. 

 

Thank you for pointing out this. In our revised version, we have carefully checked all the 

descriptions of related work to ensure them precise and correct. The example error (Faster R-

CNN instead of Fast R-CNN) has also been rectified. 
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